N64 controller wiring diagram

Declining to take the proper precautions or to use the right tools can put you and your family in
danger. Common hazards include electrocution and possible electrical fireplace. N64 Controller
Wiring Diagram from wholefoodsonabudget. Electricity is very dangerous and can certainly lead
to electrocution, so you need to call an emergency electrical contractor for sensitive electrical
wiring cases. However, you may work on small electrical wiring in your house provided you
follow safety precautions. To make you better at wiring, here are some reliable tips and
techniques you need to master. You will be in a much better position to protect yourself and
work better. An RCD residual current device is one of the main things to have in your circuits.
RCDs are devices that are utilized to monitor the flow of current through a particular circuit, and
they cut off the present whenever it flows through an unintended path. So if you accidentally
touch a live wire, the RCD would identify the unusual flow of the current and immediately shut
off the circuit. This keeps both your family safe. Having the right tools at hand is another
important aspect of power work. For instance, avoid knives as opposed to stripdance when
stripping your wires. Knives may weaken the wire by notching the copper inside. Go for
linesman pliers as opposed to the ordinary slip-joint pliers when intending to twist wires. The
ordinary pliers would give you a loose connection that may cause trouble in future.
Furthermore, ensure you've got a tester to test the volt quality of the wire connections before
and after working on them. Terminal connections would be the ending factors of wires, where a
connection with an external circuit occurs. These are some of the most common connections,
particularly if you're working with receptacles and changes. Terminal connections undergo a lot
of stress, and bad joints easily loosen. So here's the secret. When wrapping a wire around the
terminal screw, do it in a clockwise direction. Of which way, the attach tightens the connection
as it will go in. Also ensure that all the wire that's twisted around the screw is stripped. Inside
case there's a terminal slot, you have to be extra careful. Strip the wire just right such that no
padding goes underneath the slot, and no bare wire is left. Any faults here may cause the wire
to touch the ground wire or box. You must be logged in to post a comment. Facebook Tweet
Pin. Use proper tools Having the right tools at hand is another important aspect of power work.
Watch your terminal contacts Terminal connections would be the ending factors of wires, where
a connection with an external circuit occurs. Leave a Comment Cancel reply You must be
logged in to post a comment. Enter your email address to subscribe to this blog and receive
notifications of new posts by email. Email Address:. Press The Button! Of course, everyone has
to start somewhere and the N64 was my beginning into the console modding scene. And not
just any kit, as most attempts in the past were using off-the-shelf parts that had to be hacked or
modified in some way to work, but a kit with custom components designed to be in a portable,
fit into a custom designed casing for easy mounting and assembly. That combined with an
in-depth guide on how it all goes together makes for the simplest solution for any beginner or
advanced modder to create their own N64 Portable console. The guide assumes that you have a
basic understanding of simple electronic circuits and terminology. So alright then, here it is!
The culmination of over 3 months worth of work to bring to you a step-by-step guide to
assembling one of my N64 Portable Kits. Downing's Basement Experiences of a Moddest
Modder. Stay updated via RSS. Join other followers. Like this: Like Loading Page Views , Page
Visits. Blog at WordPress. Post was not sent - check your email addresses! Sorry, your blog
cannot share posts by email. The Nintendo 64 is a great, well built console, probably one of the
best systems, especially from the s, why wouldn't you want to make a portable system out of it
so you can take and play all the great classics everywhere you go. To make a portable N64, it
requires determination, creativity, and some electronics understanding. When making a
portable N64 you can choose to either make the case first or prepare the case after the wiring.
You might want to make the case first to set for yourself a guideline to think and later find a way
for your N64 and all its finished wiring to fit to your desired case, including the speaker,
cartridge slot, controller buttons, etc. If you decide to make the case after the wiring you'll have
to choose or make a case that will work for your finished electronic setup, its up to you. There
are a couple of case options to choose from: - You can order a case from polycase. Some
popular cases for making a portable video gaming system are the zn, zn, and theres been a
couple made out of the ag With my portable i simply drew up a template with the cutouts for the
L,R, and Z buttons and controller ports for multiplayer and with that i drew it again with accurate
real dimensions on a sheet of polycarbonate plastic, heated the plastic along the fold lines and
then of course folded and formed the case, and after made a panel to fit over that for the top,
consisting of the analog, c buttons, a,b, etc. Be creative. While the wiring for the N64 isnt
particularly difficult, it does take time and effort, this is the step where the portable setup starts
coming together. I included the wiring diagram for the voltage regulator above and the output of
the voltage regulator goes to pin 3 on the back of the N64 board. When soldering wires to the
power supply battery you could either open up the battery case and find the ground and power

wires and solder them directly to those and solder a dc in jack for the charger in parallel with all
the other components or you could make a battery connector, as i have, out of plastic, or other
material, and jumper pins that fit your battery ground and power terminals so you can solder all
wires in parallel to the jumper pins and when you charge the battery you simply remove it from
the connector to the charger. This really depends on the type and style of your battery and how
you want the battery to charge. You can also connect two of the same model battery in parallel
to double the mah and time until the batteries need to be charged. The screen is obviously the
display, which is normally your TV, however since were making a portable we need to find a
more compact screen. If your using a ps-one screen you can look for a guide on how to wire it
for the n64 portable on the web. This step shows you how to wire any other composite input
screen such as the one i used, a 4. Screens like these require there own power and can
commonly run off 7. Then you take the video input wire from the screen and remove the sleeve
and there should be a barrel of stranded wire this is ground surrounding a middle wire this is
the video signal , depending on your screen there could just be two wires or pins that
correspond to ground and signal they should be labeled , take the middle signal wire and solder
it to the v video pin on the back of the av out port and take ground and solder it to one of the G
Ground pins, or another ground pin on the board. This is all in the wiring diagram above. The
audio is yet another important part of the system. Without the audio you cant listen to the
classic music and sound of your favorite N64 titles. Again if your using a ps-one screen the
amplifier and speakers stereo are built in so look up a guide on how to wire this for the portable
N Again all of this is in the diagram above. You could also add a potentiometer in series with the
power in going to the amp for volume control. The controller is necessary for a portable for
completely being able to transport the system while playing you favorite N64 titles. Although
some portable N64's don't have a self contained built in controller and just the controller ports,
it is definitely a nice feature to have the controller built into the same unit. The N64 controller
only has 3 pins that correspond to 3. With my design this want necessary so i just mounted the
whole controller under the top panel of the portable with all the original buttons except L,R, and
Z with which I extended the wires going to these buttons and soldered them to tact switches
and mounted them on my case where they can be easily used. Note that L is not commonly
used in N64 titles so you can make a switch to switch the Z to L button if the L is needed or just
include it like i have, its nice to have all the buttons useful so you know that you can play your
portable with all N64 titles. And that's about it for the wiring now test the system to make sure it
works and there's no shorts before its placed to the case. Even though this project is to make a
N64 portable you still might want to use it with a TV and run it off wall power so you can use it
as a regular console if needed. If you simply relocate the av out port of the N64 you can just
attach your ordinary nintendo to av cable and it should work with your TV even though the
signal is shared with the built in screen of your portable. You can also put a switch in series
with the power wire going to your screen to shutoff the compact screen and just have the
display on the TV. You should also make a AC adapter port in parallel with the components
going to your battery so you can run the unit off standard wall power while your battery is
charging. There are other features that some portables have than the steps mentioned here.
Cartridge relocation: Most portables have a relocation of the cartridge slot to make the case and
overall design more compact and portable. This is achieved by soldering individual wires to the
cartridge connector back to the board to lay the cartridge flat when placed. For my design this
wasn't really necessary considering the hinge laptop styled case i have to flip the screen to play
revealing the cartridge slot anyway from that it is easy enough to place the game and not affect
the case. Board trimming: Some of the more compact portables also have a trimmed board. This
is to add more space for other necessary components. When you trim the board you most likely
also trim a connection of the board meaning that you'll have to rewire that connection and if not
done correctly you could fry your whole N64 board and have to get a new one to finish your
project. Additional cases: There are more ways to make a case than the ones mentioned here,
these can sometimes be more difficult to make for a first portable, however research all the case
possibilities and find the best for how you want your portable to turn out. Led mods: you can
make the case of your portable look cooler say if you throw in some led lights. This can also be
used to light up the controls when needed. And of course there are many more possible
modifications that you can use towards your portable so before trying to make this research
and put together some criteria, and maybe even start the project in an engineering notebook,
the more thought put into the system most likely the better it will appear. Thanks for reading!
Would a voltage regulator from amazon work? But it says it uses 9v instead of a 12v rating?
How would i go about finding batteries and charging unit to comply with the use? Sorry to
sound like a huge noob, but what exactly does a voltage regulator look like? Reply 6 years ago
on Introduction. These regulators have various shapes and functions depending on the

application and manufacturer. Ok, and I have the specific charger for the battery which is
helpful. I was wondering if I needed to buy like a charging output or if I just wire it up thouhh.
Reply 7 years ago on Introduction. Im not sure what you mean by charging output,however if
you just connect the battery wires to the charger correctly with alligator clips or something of
the sort that would be ok for a temporary solution and later you could connect the wires to a
charging port to easily use with the charger. I think the battery has a built in protection circuit
but i was wondering how do i charge this battery? Usually battery chargers are set to output
slightly more voltage than the battery. Since your battery is 7. The amount of time it takes to
charge depends on how many mAh the dc power supply has. Since the power supply wont
know when the battery is fully charged, be careful and make sure it doesn't overcharge and you
can try charging it for 2 hours max and see how that works. You should really use the specific
charger for the battery if available. I have been working on a project like this for some time now,
but I have a problem with the lcd monitor. Whenever I plug in the n64 to the composite I have a
rolling screen issue. The picture scrolls down the screen and loops around to the top. Any
possible fix's would be greatly appreciated. Are you sure you're not plugging a composite
connector into a component input? I know on my TV they share the same connector and you
have to adjust the settings on the TV to tell it whether it's a component or composite source. Hi,
i would suggest to use a multimeter and check the continuity of the composite and ground
connections going from the screen to the console, if the beep sounds unstable then that might
be your problem, however since the screen does display the composite signal as you said then
the connection is probably fine, in that case your screen might be defective so you could get to
the circuit board of the monitor and check all of the traces and try to troubleshoot it, or maybe
get a refund. Also make sure your not overvolting and the screen isn't drawing more current
than it should be. Introduction: How to Make a Portable Nintendo 64 steps. By Nzen Mods
Follow. More by the author:. MOV Download. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made
It! Easy Zoom Quit Button by randofo in Arduino. Light Up Clock 2. Mars Clock by prdassonville
in Clocks. Reply Upvote. AnthonyA1 6 years ago on Introduction. Nzen Mods narutofreak Reply
6 years ago on Introduction. Nzen Mods hiphoppipotmis Reply 7 years ago on Introduction.
Nintendo is a company whose very name is synonymous with video gaming. Chances are that
you have played on, or at least seen, one of the three generations of home video game systems
the company has created, not to mention the enormously popular hand-held game system, the
Gameboy. The current system, the Nintendo 64 N64 , was a technical tour de force when it was
introduced, and still compares admirably to other consoles on the market. As you read through
the next few pages, you will learn how the N64 was developed, what's inside the box, how the
controller works and how it all works together. You will also learn about the game cartridges
and how they differ from CD-based games, all in this edition of HowStuffWorks. Just as Atari
ushered in the dawn of the home video game, Nintendo is largely considered to be the company
that revolutionized the industry with the introduction of the Nintendo Entertainment System
NES in An 8-bit system based on the processor and some custom chips, the NES came together
with Super Mario Brothers ; this inclusion of an accurate home version of one of the most
popular arcade games at the time turned out to be pure genius. Sales of the NES were
phenomenal. This established Nintendo as the dominant home video game manufacturer until
the late '90s, when it was eclipsed by the rival Sony PlayStation. Within a couple of years, rivals
had introduced bit systems that eclipsed the capabilities of the SNES. So, Nintendo announced
an agreement with Silicon Graphics Inc. SGI to develop a new bit video game system,
code-named Project Reality. Although SGI had never designed video game hardware before, the
company was regarded as one of the leaders in computer graphics technology. After several
years of development, the system was finally released in as the Nintendo But the delays and
shortage of games during the first year of availability gave the advantage to Sony, who had
released the PlayStation over a year earlier. Nintendo is facing the same situation again with the
Sony PlayStation 2 debuting in , while Nintendo's Gamecube is not due until Fall Let's take a
look at the components inside an N64, and what their capabilities are. Co-Processor : "Reality
Co-Processor," RISC stands for reduced instruction set computer , and means that the
instructions and computations performed by the processor are simpler and fewer. Also, RISC
chips are superscalar -- they can perform multiple instructions at the same time. This
combination of capabilities, performing multiple instructions simultaneously and completing
each instruction faster because it is simpler, allows the CPU to perform better than many chips
with a much faster clock speed. To lower production costs, the graphics and audio processors
are combined into a single application specific integrated circuit , or ASIC. Simply put, the ASIC
which serves as the N64's co-processor is a customized chip created to manage components
that would otherwise be handled by multiple chips. Some special features of the N64 include
perspective correction and trilinear mip mapping. Perspective correction makes the texture map

resize at the same rate as the object that it is mapped on. Trilinear mip mapping is a cool
process. In this form of texture mapping, three sizes of each texture map are made, a large, a
medium and a small version. In essence, it replaces the appearance of an object with a more
detailed image as you move closer to the object in the game. Let's take a look at how it uses
these maps:. Environment mapping is no less amazing. Simple in concept, it means that
reflections of objects are rendered and mapped onto the reflecting surface. The sheer amount of
calculating that is done by the graphics processor to determine the angle and transparency for
each reflected object, and then render it in real time, is extraordinary. An incredible number of
calculations have to happen for every single polygon in a game. And there can be over a
hundred thousand polygons on the screen at any given time! The games come on proprietary
ROMs housed in plastic cartridges. When a game is put in the console, the following happens:.
The controller is the primary user interface for the N With its trident shape, it is probably the
most unusual design for a controller on the market today. The standard N64 controller has 14
buttons plus an analog joystick. The buttons include:. Although each button can be configured
to perform a specific and distinctive action, they all work on the same principle. In essence,
each button is a switch that completes a circuit when it is pressed. A small metal disk beneath
the button is pushed into contact with two strips of conductive material on the circuit board
inside the controller. While the metal disk is in contact, it conducts electricity between the two
strips. The controller senses that the circuit is closed and sends that data to the N The CPU
compares that data with the instructions in the game software for that button, and triggers the
appropriate response. There is also a metal disk under each arm of the directional pad. If you're
playing a game in which pushing down on the directional pad causes the character to crouch, a
similar string of connections is made from the time you push down on the pad to when the
character crouches. The analog joystick works in a completely different way from the buttons
described above. Two wheels are positioned at right angles to each other below the joystick.
Whenever the joystick is moved, the two wheels turn slightly. Tiny slots are arranged around
the perimeter of each wheel. Light from the LED, shining through the slots in the wheel on the
cell, creates a small amount of current. When the amount of light changes, the level of current
changes. By monitoring the output of each photo cell, the N64 can determine the exact angle at
which the joystick is being held, and trigger the appropriate response. Another feature of the
N64 controller is the ability to add options via an expansion slot on the bottom of the controller.
A popular option is the Rumble Pak , which provides force feedback. This feature provides a
tactile stimulation to certain actions in a game. For example, in a racing game, you might feel a
jarring vibration as your car slams into the wall. Force feedback is actually accomplished
through the use of a very common device, a simple electric motor. The shaft of the motor holds
an unbalanced weight. When power is supplied to the motor, it spins the weight. Because the
weight is unbalanced, the motor tries to wobble. But since the motor is securely mounted inside
the Rumble Pak, the wobble translates into a shuddering vibration of the controller itself. You
can save games and high scores by using one of the special Flash memory cards. The card is
inserted into the slot on the bottom of the N64 controller. The N64 controller uses only three
wires to connect to the console. The controller sends the information for each button in
sequence, and then receives data back from the console. The N64 is the only current system
that uses cartridges. There are advantages and disadvantages to this approach:. Although the
N64 had only a few games available when it first came out, the number of titles has grown to a
considerable library. Special thanks to the staff at BuyRite Video for their assistance with the
articles in this series. Video Game Systems. How N64 Works. By: Jeff Tyson. Nintendo 64 is the
third generation of video game console from Nintendo. It was introduced in History " ".
Competition from bit systems prompted Nintendo to develop the bit system that became known
as Nintendo Console " ". Processor clock speed: Channels: 64 Sample rate: The system
calculates the distance from your viewpoint to an object in the game. The system loads the
texture maps for the object. Our three maps will be 64x64 large , 32x32 medium , and 8x8 small.
The system determines the exact size that the image map needs to be -- let's say 16x16 for our
example here. Based on the size, it decides which two texture maps to use. For our example, it
might choose the medium and small texture maps. It then interpolates averages between the
two texture maps, creating a custom texture map that is 16x16, which it then applies to the
object. You turn the power on. The game initialization sequence is loaded into RAM. You
interact with the game via the controller. As each specific part of the game is requested, the
application code, video, audio and hardware-render geometry are loaded into RAM. The CPU
coordinates everything. It receives the input from the controller, pulls the data from RAM and
directs the graphics and audio processing. You are finally beaten by the game and turn it off.
Controller " ". The trident shape of the Nintendo 64 controller is unique among video game
systems. Four buttons arranged as a directional pad on the top left Start button in the top

middle Six action buttons on the top right One action button on the front left One action button
on the front right One action button in the bottom middle Analog joystick on the top middle.
This content is not compatible on this device. Games " ". Cartridges are unique to Nintendo
They offer fast load but small capacity. They are more durable than CDs. Additional
performance features - Since the cartridge contains a circuit board that is plugged into the main
system, it can contain special hardware-based enhancements that augment the processing
power or special effects of the system. Durability - Cartridges are not as easily damaged as
CDs, which can be ruined by a simple scratch. Expense - Because of all the hardware, the cost
per unit to manufacture cartridges is quite a bit more than to make CDs. Audio - Even though
the N64 has near-CD quality sound, it is not utilized to the same degree as in CD-based games
because of the enormous amount of storage required. Cite This! Related Content Halo 2 and the
Art of Storytelling How do developers get such realistic environments in video games? How
Video Game Testers Work. This is a reasonably technical document. If you aren't technically
inclined, and you just want an easy way to connect your gamecube controllers to a PC, you
might be interested to know that a ready made adaptor already exists. It only works with the
original Nintendo Gamecube controller it is not compatible with the Wavebird or any 3rd party
controllers. However, if you are interested in homebrew hardware, or just like dismantling
things, read on. The controller connects to the Gamecube through a proprietary 6-pin
connector, with screened cable. This document includes a pin out of the controller port,
deduced from an examination of the controller and console with multimeter and oscilloscope,
and from some experimentation. Therefore, I make no guarantee that any of this information is
accurate, and you use it at your own risk. It's my best guess at how this thing works :. If anyone
has useful information to add to this page, please drop me a line contact details are on index
page. This is a view of the controller socket on the front of the console, looking into the socket.
The numbering scheme is my own:. In the table above, the pin number on the left corresponds
to the diagram of the controller socket. The colour code is that of the cable from the official
Nintendo Controller different models might vary , noting that one pin is not used in this case.
The third column marked J1 refers to the pinout of the connector inside the controller, which
you will only be able to get to if you have the appropriate security screwdriver bit or improvise
your own handmade tool. The function column on the right is my best guess at what each pin is
for. My prototype interface wires pins 3 and 4 together as common ground, uses a voltage
regulator to provide a 5V supply to pin 1, and uses a variable voltage regulator to provide a 3.
The only other connection that I make is to the data line on pin 2, for which I use a 1K pull-up
resistor to the 3. I notice that the Skillz adaptor uses a 3. I suspect that the accuracy of this rail
isn't very important. I choose to use 3. Caution: this should go without saying; but once you
have connected a 3. I only mention this because it would be easy to have an accident if you
modified a controller extension cable as I did - don't forget to unplug it from your cube first.
There are two power rails on the connector, a 3. The ground 3 and shield 7 are connected
together. The 5V power used by the rumble motor is always on, and the motor is controlled by a
command sent to the controller. The controller uses one bi-directional data line Pin 2 - Red to
communicate with the console. This is an active high 3. Communication is initiated by the
console sending a bit string to the controller, after which the controller responds with bits of
button state and joystick data. The transfer speed is rather fast at around 4us per bit. As with
the N64 controller, a low bit is signalled by a 3us low followed by 1us high, and a high bit is
signalled by 1us low followed by 3us high. Yes, it's just like the N64 controller! When the
gamecube or the controller sends a string of bits, it terminates it with a single high stop bit.
Therefore, in order to send the string , the gamecube would in fact send Initially in my Dec.
Philipp Kastner sent me a plot from a storage 'scope that showed 4us per bit, and I then went
back and tried to measure the timings again, using the parallel port. Using the parallel port, I
timed the interval between the first high-to-low transition at the start of a command, and the
final low-to-high transition at the end of the reply from the pad. The sample rate of the parallel
port was around 1us per bit, leading to a possible timing error of around plus or minus 2us. An
average of 10 successive measurements gave around us total time. This assumes no significant
delay between the command and response from the pad. With no controller attached, the
gamecube probes for a controller by sending the sequence about every 12ms. The oscilloscope
trace below shows a typical probe sequence, with the 'scope triggered on the negative edge.
When you connect a controller it will respond to this sequence, so you know that it is attached.
More work is needed to examine the initial conversation between the Gamecube and controller
to see if there is any useful information e. In fact, I believe that the update rate is controlled by
the game, perhaps divided from the video frame rate. Each update lasts around us. The
sequence starts with a bit command from the console:. After the bit command word, the
controller responds with a string of bits that contain the state of all the buttons along with

joystick position data. Note that the buttons are listed in transmission order, from left to right i.
Note that between the A and L buttons, there is a bit that always appears to be high. Also, the
three leading bits do not seem to be affected by the buttons so far I have seen the sequence and
appear here. The last bit of the command is the 'rumble' control. Setting this bit to one enables
the rumble motor, and clearing it disables the motor. No initialisation sequence seems to be
needed. As soon as you connect the controller, you can send the bit command sequence and
the pad will respond with data, and can be made to rumble. Other observations Given that there
are bits in the command word, it seems likely that there will be a series of different commands
to reset the controller, or to perhaps query what kind of hardware is attached to the console.
Further experimentation is needed to identify other commands. Previously, it seemed that there
was a delay of about 15us before the pad responded to a command from the console. However,
in recent experiments on a different controller - perhaps it varies between controller versions
this delay seems to be gone. I suspect that this might vary between controllers, or might be
related to how frequently the controller is polled. It was clearly there in my first experiments
though, as can be seen from the 'scope photos later in this document. I need to go back and
verify this, but it seems that the pad might support different modes with 4-bit and 8-bit
resolution. Having said that, I'm not sure it matters, who wants 4-bit data when you can have
8-bit? What does it look like on an oscilloscope? For those that don't have access to an
oscilloscope or logic analyser, here are some blurry photographs badly taken from a tired old
'scope. In this figure, point A is the start of the bit command word sent by the console, and
point B marks the start of the bit response from the controller. The quality of the image is quite
poor, but it's actually possible to see the individual data bits. Note that a delay seems to be
evident in this 'scope image between the command word and the start of the reply. In more
recent experiments, I haven't seen this delay. Finally, here is a close-up view of the individual
data bits when transmitting binary Recently, I built a simple homebrew interface to allow me to
experiment further with the controller. When I tried it with a third part controller MadCatz
MicroCon it didn't work, but I think it's probably just a bit of tweaking of the electronics and
timing which are, to be frank, rather poorly implemented at the moment. Anyway, it's a start; it
can talk to the official controller, and can even make it rumble. And you know what the best part
is? Yes, you can download the source code here. First things first, this was developed on
Windows , and has currently only been tested on a P4 2. If it does, let me know, and we will see
if it can be fixed. I'm releasing this so that people can experiment with it, assuming some basic
knowledge of electronics and software. This stuff isn't yet ready for any practical use; i. Once
you have installed the giveio service, the program will start and enable the giveio service
automatically as required. This means that you don't need to set the giveio service to
automatically start with windows and I don't recommend doing this either, from a safety point of
view. If you know different, let me know. It compiles with MS Visual Studio. It uses some inline
assembler, and the syntax might be MS specific, but should be easily alterable to work with
other compilers I think. The first thing to do is to refine the hardware design and then to test it
on more PCs. The software needs improving, with a kernel mode device driver to talk to the
hardware,
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and a DirectInput driver to allow the controller to be used as a normal joystick device. Support
for more than one controller would be nice. With the current shift register, there are two inputs,
so it should be fairly easy to support a second controller. I've been discussing with Philipp
Kastner the possibility of building an interface around a PIC microcontroller. This would allow a
serial or even USB interface to be developed. Unfortunately, not everyone has access to a PIC
programmer of course. However, with a PIC, it should be possible to support several controllers
with a single interface. What would be really, really nice is a front panel drive bay with four
Gamecube controller ports.. Earle et. Thanks to Sara, for putting up with the wires, flashing
lights and tools strewn everywhere :. Joystick X Value 8 bit. Joystick Y Value 8 bit. C-Stick X
Value 8 bit. C-Stick Y Value 8 bit. Left Button Value 8 bit - may be 4-bit mode also? Right Button
Value 8 bit - may be 4-bit mode also?

